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EDITORMcCormack and Greenhalgh's suggestion that those involved in running and reporting clinical trials might be able to engineer a worldwide "groupthink" spin on the results is an intriguing notion.1 But their choice of the United Kingdom prospective diabetes study (UKPDS) as an example to support their hypothesis is ill informed given the manner in which this study was reported.

We note with interest Greenhalgh's earlier commentary on an article by Horton concerning the "spin that authors place on their own work."2 In this, she highlighted the "unjustified assumption that this spin is necessarily evil, insidious, and the last remaining bastion of caprice in the otherwise objective terrain of scientific publication," and she challenged Horton to "produce a single, clinically important instance of scientific heads being turned by rhetoric and rhetoric alone."

There was a complete embargo on all outcome data from the United Kingdom prospective diabetes study before their presentation at a meeting of the European Association for the Study of Diabetes on 12 September 1998. To avoid the usual scenario whereby conference reports are given wide publicity before peer reviewed manuscripts are available, the UKPDS Group worked closely with the editors of the Lancet and the BMJ to ensure that as many of the primary results as possible were published in five peer reviewed papers on the same day as our conference presentation. In addition, 100 slides illustrating the published data were made available on our website at midnight that day (www.dtu.ox.ac.uk/ukpds/).

We believe that the manuscripts and the slides present the results without spin and in a scientifically rigorous fashion. The findings in the summary of the main glucose study paper give almost equal prominence to the positive results and those adverse issues of concern.3 The interpretation states categorically that "intensive
blood–glucose control by either sulphonylurea or insulin substantially decreases the risk of microvascular complications, but not macrovascular disease."

McCormack and Greenhalgh's reworking of selected data from the United Kingdom prospective diabetes study adds nothing, since our papers listed the correct absolute and relative event rates for all outcomes. We would agree that it is important to examine in detail the relation between prevailing haemoglobin A1c concentrations and subsequent clinical outcomes. These analyses, which were shown at the original presentation, have been published in the BMJ 4 together with a second paper addressing the relation to prevailing blood pressure.5 The degree to which the authors of any paper can influence editorials and debate is open to conjecture, but we can confirm that those cited were published without reference to us.